So, what is the key to talent development?
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Learning – duhhh! We are talent development professionals! We have a
passion for learning! We expect others to take time out of their jobs to
learn because it is so important to their talent development. But, do we
model this desired behavior by taking time out of our jobs to learn and
develop out talent as talent development professionals? Many talent
development professionals don’t prioritize the premier talent
development opportunity available to them: the annual ATD meeting.
Why? Too expensive? Lack of time? The learning at an ATD meeting is so
productive that you are guaranteed a return on your time and money
invested.
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This year, Valerie calculated her return on investment for the annual ATD
meeting this past May. She has already had a return on her time. She was
at ATD in San Diego for 3 business days. There she learned about an app
called Snappa which has saved her a lot of time in her social media posts
to Twitter and LinkedIn and in her marketing content and presentations.
She has already made up those 3 business days in the time she have
saved with Snappa compared to using iStockphoto! She will soon have a
return on her financial investment which includes the registration fee,
plane ticket, hotel, and meals. She used the format of an assessment
presented in one of the education sessions at the conference for a recent
client project that has led to more business with that client and that she
will soon be pitching to another client. The revenues from these new
business opportunities will give her a return on her investment in this
year’s ATD meeting.
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How did Valerie get a return on her time and money invested? Three
steps: register, prepare, and share.
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Step 1: Register. You can actually register now for the 2019 annual ATD
meeting for the early bird rate of $1,495. The 2019 meeting is in
Washington D.C. which is close to Pittsburgh.
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Step 2: Prepare. Valerie has 5 recommendations to prepare. First,
prepare to arrive early to keynotes at the conference. Conference
attendees were told to not arrive before 6 am for Barack Obama’s
keynote which was an interview by ATD President Tony Bingham. Valerie
arrived at 6 am to find 4 shuttle buses already unloading. Valerie’s
lesson: arrive 30 minutes earlier than when they tell you to arrive.
Second, download the correct app. ATD now has an app in the Google
Play Store where you can make a calendar of the sessions you will
attend, where you can download handouts and slides, and where you
provide all session evaluations. Just make sure you download the correct
app – Valerie downloaded the wrong one. Third, manage your sessions.
For every time slot, there will be more than one session that you would
like to attend. Pay attention to the icons: the icons show which sessions
are being recorded and can be listened to after the conference. So you
can go to your highest priority session that is not being recorded and
listen to the other sessions later. Fourth, get out of your comfort zone.
Go to sessions you know nothing about. And, ask a question in each
session you attend. This helps maximize your learning. Finally, be a
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tourist. If you are on your own as Valerie was, then get a list of great
restaurants and go to them for lunches and dinners. If you sit at the bar,
then you will meet other ATD attendees. Also, go to at least one place for
your enjoyment. You will spur your creativity from all the content you are
consuming!
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For Valerie, she Uber-ed to La Jolla Cove to see the seals and the sunset.
Simply divine! Valerie also had dinner in La Jolla.
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Step 3 is share. This presentation is Valerie’s share in absentia. Making a
commitment to share will keep you honest in listening to all the recorded
sessions you marked in the program guide. Making a commitment to
share will also motivate you to do the work of synthesizing and reviewing
what you learned at the conference. Valerie also did a second share.
Valerie interviewed random attendees about poor male-female
professional interactions at the conference. In exchange, Valerie
compiled the examples to illustrate some gender-smart tactics from her
behavioral science research and emailed that summary to those she
interviewed following the conference.
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For Valerie’s share, she has created 9 tweet clouds. These are word
clouds based on the tweets Valerie compiled from the 27 sessions she
selected to attend and listened to later. Valerie categorized the
resulting114 tweets under 9 headings – hence the 9 tweet clouds. The
tweet clouds aren’t very insightful – Valerie just thinks they’re cool!
Valerie will also share insights from the tweets contained in each tweet
cloud. Valerie ends with some conclusions. To access all of Valerie’s
tweets from the ATD 2018 conference, go to her twitter handle
(@FulcrumConnect) and search on #ATD2018.
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The first heading is “Be Your Best Self” with one-fifth of the tweets.
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Valerie learned at the conference several scientifically proven ways to
build resiliency to stress such as the gratitude letter and leveraging your
strengths. Marcus Buckingham made a compelling case for how our
greatest capacity to learn and contribute lies with our strengths. Several
speakers spoke to the importance of meaning and purpose to well-being
in all its forms. In #leadlikeagirl, DDI CEO Tacey Byham spoke to why how
you do things is as important as what you do. Finally, several speakers
spoke to the importance of context to optimize performance at work.
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The second heading is improving organizational effectiveness with
another approximately one-fifth of the tweets.
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Speakers provided new evidence that gender and race inclusivity make
good business sense. Several speakers talked about the many different
forms of power and motivation and which ones are helpful to
performance and not helpful to performance. Finally, one speaker talked
about the three qualities that separate leaders from managers: your
character, your substance which is related to credibility, and your style or
ability to motivate others.
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The third heading is mastering teaching with 12% of the tweets.
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One speaker asserted that a training needs assessment needs to be
relevant to a performance standard. A course designer talked about how
less is more for slides as long as what is on the slide is succinct. Several
speakers talked about how stories are a powerful tool for making
learning stick. One speaker spoke to how learner's mental models can
facilitate or be a barrier to learning. And several speakers talked about
how learning is best when learners draw their own insights.
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The fourth heading is mastering workplace interactions with 10% of the
tweets.
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A neuroscientist supported the notion that connection is more important
than competence in building trust. Several speakers talked about how
empathy breaks down diversity barriers. One speaker observed that the
bigger the gap between identifying and discussing a problem, the less
healthy the relationship. Several speakers spoke to the need to respect
and address social needs. And many different effective tactics for
behavior change were shared – over 90!
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The fifth heading is innovative applications with another 10% of the
tweets.
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There were many different innovative applications shared and here
Valerie shares some of her favorites. One was the use of internal
podcasting to promote learning campaign. A second was a whole range
of pre-tested apps for your phone or computer to help trainers. There
was the use of improv to increase mindfulness. There was also the use of
microlearning to convert new behaviors from training into habits. Finally
there was the use of immersion neuroscience to understand how the
brain works in the workplace.
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The sixth heading is empowering inspiration with 9% of the tweets.
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There were also many sources of empowering inspiration conveyed. For
example, the ability to improve performance by understanding the nonconscious. The assertion that intrinsic motivation is a skill that can be
learned. And the idea that we have a basic human need to learn every
day.
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The seventh heading is trends with 8% of the tweets.
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There were three trends that Valerie noted. One was that podcasting
consumption is on the rise: Google has made a commitment to double
podcast consumption through the Play Store by 2020. Second, the ability
to interact effectively with others in the workplace is on the decline. And
third, even given all that is currently going on, there is reason to hope for
the future.
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The eighth heading is mastering speaking with 6% of the tweets.
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Valerie had to go with this image of Barack Obama for this slide since he
spoke at this year’s ATD conference. One tip for mastering speaking was
to focus on what one thing you want people to think differently about.
Another tip to master speaking was to rehearse, rehearse, rehearse. A
third tip to master speaking was to make your slides succinct.
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The ninth and final heading is mastering learning with 5% of the tweets.
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One tip to master learning is to focus learning where you have strength.
A second tip to master learning is to remember that new things are not
of greater value – there is such a thing as timeless knowledge and
timeless wisdom. A third tip to master learning is to check that your
mental models are not being a barrier to your learning.
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To summarize, not only did Valerie get a return on her time and a return
on her investment in the ATD annual meeting, but the experience was
also enriching. The experience fed her brain, fed her soul, and fed her
creativity.
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What Valerie knows now for her brain. The best path to wisdom is
through strengths you already possess. It takes great expertise in order
to be succinct. She is aware of how her sub-conscious can hold her back.
She also experienced how social context makes learning more
memorable. And she knows that deep knowledge is a pre-requisite for
high creativity.
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What Valerie knows now for her soul. The ways she can build stress
resiliency. The power of inspirational messages to fuel hope. And to
develop her skill for intrinsic motivation to fuel her overall well-being.
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What Valerie knows now for her creativity. How to use stories to engage
others. How to use improv for team building. How to use podcasting to
engage learners. How microlearning can be used for habit formation.
And she has a list of pre-approved apps to help with her productivity and
creativity.
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Remember that learning is the key to growth in your career – even when
you are a talent development professional! Valerie is happy to answer
questions by email or text.
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